
Advaned Mathematis for Eletrial Engineers B

homeworks for the �Stohastis 2� part

fall semester 2014

Every week, the assigned homeworks are worth 1 point in total.

HW 1: (due date: 15.09.2014 � extended to 24.09.2014)

HW 1.1 A server omputer has 70 users. At any given time, some users are �logged in� to the

server, while others are not. On a Monday morning eah user wants to log in with

probability

3

10
, independently of the other users.

a.) What is the probability that there will be exatly 21 users logged in?

b.) If more that 65 users want to log in, the server beomes overloaded, and will not

work orretly. What is the probability that this happens?

HW 1.2 Let the random variable X be binomially distributed with parameters n and p. Use
a alulator or a omputer to alulate the value P(X = 3) numerially, with 4 digits

preision, for the following parameter values:

a.) n = 10, p = 2

10

b.) n = 100, p = 2

100

.) n = 1000, p = 2

1000

d.) n = 10000, p = 2

10000

e.) Calulate the value of e−2 · 2
3

3!
, where e is the Euler number e ≈ 2.71828182845905.

HW 2: (due date: 01.10.2014)

HW 2.1 We toss a fair oin. If the result is heads, we toss it another 2 times (and then stop).

If it is tails, then we toss it another 3 times (and then stop). Let X denote the total

number of heads we see (during all the 3 or 4 tosses). Use the law of total expetation

to alulate the expetation of X .

HW 2.2 Let the random variable Y have binomial distribution with parameters n = 10 and

p = 1

3
.

a.) Calulate the generating funtion of Y . (Hint: to alualte the sum in a losed

form, use the binomial theorem: (a+ b)n =
∑

n

k=0

(

n

k

)

akbn−k
.)

b.) Use the properties of the generating funtion to alualte the expetation and the

variane of Y .

HW 3: (due date: 08.10.2014)

HW 3.1 We keep rolling a fair die until we �rst roll a 6. Let X denote the sum of the numbers

rolled before (and not inluding) that 6. Calulate

a.) the generating funtion of X ,

b.) the expetation of X .

(Hint: write X as a sum with random number of terms. What is the distribution of

the number of terms? Warning: What is the onditional distribution of a number

rolled under the ondition that it's not a 6?)

HW 3.2 Harry is organizing a pyramid sheme in his family.

(See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyramid_sheme) The partiipants are not too

persistent: every partiipant keeps trying to reruit new partiipants until the �rst

failure (i.e. until he is �rst rejeted). The probability of suh a failure is p at every

reruit attempt, independently of the history of the sheme.
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The �rst partiipant is Harry, he forms the 0-th generation alone. The �rst generation

onsists of those reruited (diretly) by Harry. The seond generation onsists of those

reruited (diretly) by members of the �rst generation, and so on.

Let Zk denote the size of the k-th generation (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), and let N denote the

total number of partiipants in the sheme (meaning N =
∑

∞

k=0
Zk).

Answer the questions below

I. for p = 2

3
,

II. for p = 1

3
:

a.) Let X denote the number of partiipants reruited diretly by Harry (so Z1 =
X). What is the distribution of X? What is the generating funtion of X?

Answering this question orretly is ruial for the rest of the exerise.

b.) What is the generating funtion of Z2?

.) What is the expetation of Z10?

d.) How muh is the probability P(Z3 = 0)?

e.) What is the probability that the sheme dies out (that is, one of the generations

will already be empty)? (You only need to answer this for p = 2

3
. We will learn

the solution for p = 1

3
later.)

f.) What is the expetation of N?

HW 4: (due date: 15.10.2014)

HW 4.1 Answer question e.) of Exerise 3.2 for p = 1

3
(as well as p = 2

3
).

HW 4.2 An internet servie provider has 10000 (ten thousand) lients. The amount of data

downloaded by eah lient is random, with expetation 100MB and standard devia-

tion 200MB. The random amounts downloaded by the di�erent lients are indepen-

dent and identially distributed.

Use the entral limit theorem to estimate the probability that the total amount of

data downloaded by the lients on a ertain day exeeds 1020000MB (one million

and twenty thousand Megabytes).

HW 5: (due date: 22.10.2014)

HW 5.1 On a ship, there are 100 passengers, eah of whom an swim with probability

1

2
,

independently of the others. The ship starts to sink, but there are only 75 life jakets

on board. Use the Hoe�ding inequality to estimate the probability that there will not

be enought life jakets for every non-swimmer.

HW 5.2 John drives his ar to work in London every day. Aording to his observations, the

weather an be of three sorts: rain, shower or loudburst. Based on his experiene,

the weather of a ertain day allows us to guess the weather of the next day in the

following probabilisti sense:

P(rain tomorrow|rain today) = 1/10,

P(loudburst tomorrow|rain today) = 6/10,

P(rain tomorrow|loudburst today) = 2/10,

P(loudburst tomorrow|loudburst today) = 4/10,

P(loudburst tomorrow|shower today) = 5/10,

P(shower tomorrow|shower today) = 4/10.

Let us denote the states of the weather by numbers: 0 := �rain�, 1 := �shower�,

2 := �loudburst�. Let us model the sequene of John's morning observations by a

time homogeneous Markov hain.
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a.) Write the Markov transition matrix P . (Warning: the transition probabilities

above are not in order.)

b.) Assuming that it is raining on the 1-st of April, what is the probability of the

observation sequene �00012� (starting with the 1-st of April)?

.) Assuming that it is raining on the 1-st of April, what is the probability that there

is shower on the 3-rd of April?

d.) Assuming that it is raining on the 1-st of April, what is the probability that

there is shower on the 30-th of April? Give a formula only. Bonus exerise:

alulate the atual probability with some omputer tool apable of multiplying

matries fast.
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